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Sinophone Studies and Beyond: An Interview with Shu-mei Shih
SHAN Te-hsing
Distinguished Research Fellow, Institute of European and American Studies, Academia Sinica

Conducted by SHAN Te-hsing
Time: November 22, 2014
Place: Gold Coast Hotel, Tuen Mun, Hong Kong
SHAN: Professor Shih, it’s nice to meet you here. You come from the U.S. and I come from
Taiwan; here we meet in Hong Kong to discuss things of common interest. First of all,
can you say something about your family background and educational background?
SHIH: You know, if people ask me where I am from, I usually tell them I am from Taiwan,
even though altogether I only lived in Taiwan for seven to eight years. I am Taiwanese
in the sense of holding a Taiwanese passport since birth. My parents left China in the
1940s, around 1947, I think. And now all of my family is in Taiwan and I identify with
Taiwanese causes, so I consider myself Taiwanese American.
SHAN: From Shandong?
SHIH: From Shandong to South Korea. They were escaping from the civil war between the
Communists and the Nationalists.
SHAN: So did my parents.
SHIH: Oh, so did your parents? But they went to Taiwan, right? My parents escaped from
Shandong province and went to Korea, because by that time, my grandfathers on both
sides of the family were already doing business in Korea. In those days you can take a
boat directly to Inchon 仁川 overnight. They took the boat; and they were very young at
the time. I think my mother was nine years old and my dad was probably twelve. They
later met in Korea. But because they left China during the Republican period, they had
Republic of China (ROC) citizenships, which meant that we were all born in Korea with
Republic of China citizenships. So I was never a Korean citizen. I have always been a
Republic of China citizen. I was a foreign national in Korea. That’s a peculiar history of
the Chinese in Korea. I went through the school system there, which was a Sinophone
school system from elementary, middle, to high school, and which was mainly set up
by the ROC government with all the textbooks sent by the ROC government. So I read
everything edited by the National Bureau of Compilation and Translation published by
the ROC government.
SHAN: I read those textbooks while I was growing up in Taiwan.
SHIH: And so I also studied such textbooks as Guo fu si xiang 國父思想 (Thoughts and Doctrines
of Dr. Sun Yat-sen) and Gongmin yu daode 公民與道德 (Citizenship and Morality). It
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doesn’t make sense that we’ve had to study all the same things; it shows the power of
the Kuomintang ideology in education at the time. Then I took the college entrance
examination and my top choice was the English department at National Taiwan Normal
University 國立台灣師範大學 (hereafter, NTNU).
SHAN: That’s one of the best universities in Taiwan.
SHIH: At the time it was very good, and I think it continues to be very good. But I understand
that, the year I entered NTNU, they required the highest scores for admission in all
humanities departments across all universities. They were very proud. Actually, there are
some really nice scholars who came out of my class at NTNU English.
SHAN: When did you go to NTNU?
SHIH: 1978. In ’78 I went to Taiwan to do my undergraduate studies in English. I think it was
a very formative time for me. I had some very good teachers, and the education was
excellent. It really laid a very strong foundation for me, mostly as an Americanist and a
modernist, I think. We learned very, very good formal analysis techniques in the English
department. Then I went to the U.S. after a year of teaching middle school in Taipei. That
was sort of required for graduates from NTNU. Then I went to UC San Diego where I
did a master’s degree in the literature department. My major at the time was American
literature. That’s where I wrote my master thesis on William Faulkner, a chapter of which
was published later on in American Studies from your institute.
SHAN: Yes. I remember. You used the idea of Cubism to discuss William Faulkner. I was very
impressed, so I still remember.
SHIH: It was a very, very long time ago, but I enjoyed my time in San Diego where I wrote my
MA thesis under the guidance of Edwin Fussell, the younger brother of the famous writer
and historian Paul Fussell. Fussell was an exacting but terribly encouraging mentor and
he gave me a structure that actually allowed me to be creative in my thinking. Then I went
back to Taiwan and taught at Tunghai University for a year. At every point in my life since
then, I’ve been back to Taiwan every year or every other year, because my family then all
moved to Taiwan. Later I did my PhD in comparative literature at UCLA. I think that’s
basically the gist of my educational background and personal background.
SHAN: And you picked up your Korean while you were in Korea?
SHIH: Yes. I was of course a native speaker of Korean by living there. I’ve lost a lot of it, but as
I grew up I was reading newspapers in Korean Hangul and Sinitic Hanja script every
day. My father subscribed to something like four Korean daily newspapers. They all had
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literary supplements with serialized novels. I used to read them every day. My mother was
a big romance fiction reader. She read all Chiung Yao 瓊瑤. We had all of Chiung Yao.
We also had wuxia 武俠 (martial arts) journals.
SHAN: Jin Yong 金庸?
SHIH: No, it was a journal. There used to be a journal. My mother subscribed to that, so I read
a lot of wuxia, and a lot of Chiung Yao as I was growing up, besides a lot of serialized
historical novels that were in vogue in Korea at the time.
SHAN: Where and how did you pick up your Japanese and French? For you also read these two
languages.
SHIH: I know a little, but not very much. I studied French in college. I had two years of French,
so I could struggle to read. As for Japanese, I studied it when I was in China. I spent a
year in China doing dissertation research at Peking University 北京大學. I took Japanese
while I was there. I hired a tutor because I needed to learn some Japanese to do a study
of modern Chinese literature. The scholarship in Japanese was supposed to be the best.
At the time, I think it was Leo Lee 李歐梵 who said, “You need to learn Japanese.” So I
learned Japanese for a year, but my Japanese is not very good.
SHAN: So Professor Lee was your advisor?
SHIH: He came to UCLA during the last two years of my studies, so I was lucky enough to
become his advisee at the last years of my graduate career. Because when I went there, the
only person who taught modern Chinese literary studies was Perry Link. And he went to
Princeton when I was there and he actually asked me to continue my studies at Princeton
so that he could advise me. But at the time my husband’s father was very old in Los
Angeles, so we didn’t want to leave. Also, my scholarly orientation is very different from
that of Perry Link. So it didn’t work out, even though I guess if I had gone to Princeton
it would have been very interesting. We somehow decided we just didn’t want to leave.
I just studied by myself anyway. Then Leo Lee was recruited to UCLA. The year he
joined UCLA, I had to go to China to do research. But before he came, when he visited
UCLA campus, I presented to him my two ideas for a dissertation. One was on Chinese
literary modernism, which I ended up writing on. The other one was more feminist and
more theoretical. I forget exactly what it was. He advised me to choose the topic on
modernism. After a year in China, I returned to UCLA and Leo Lee saw through the
writing of the entire dissertation. He was there all along when I wrote my dissertation.
He gave me crucial inputs along the way, even though our orientations towards Shanghai
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modernism were slightly different. I was very grateful for his mentorship and continue to
feel fortunate that he came to UCLA at the most crucial moment of my graduate career.
I went to Peking University specifically to work with Yan Jiayan 嚴家炎 who had
by then discovered some of the most important materials of Shanghai modernism and
did some important work on recuperating Shanghai modernism. So I went to specifically
work with him. He and I had met several years back in San Diego, so we already had a
connection. He invited me over, and I went, and then he met with me almost every week.
He was incredibly generous with his time. Anyway, we have kept up the relationship. I
spent a year going through all the literary journals from modern China in the archives,
which became the basis of my dissertation and later on the book, The Lure of the Modern.
I was very fortunate to have such generous mentors in Leo Lee and Yan Jiayan during my
graduate studies.
SHAN: It was published by the UC Press in 2001. From then on, I mean from this century up
to now, you have published five or six books, including Comparatizing Taiwan, which
just came out this month. So can you say something about these books as your personal
intellectual itinerary over the years?
SHIH: Yes. That’s a very, very good and difficult question. I don’t know who said that all of our
work is autobiographical to a certain extent. I think The Lure of the Modern was really
a comparative project in that I was trying to situate Chinese literary modernism in a
global context. There I had actually done a lot of research on Japanese modernism, on
French modernism, and also on European and American modernism. I had meant it to
be a comparative project even though the primary texts, which were Chinese from the
Republican period, had been given the most attention. In some ways I feel that with
this book I have paid my respect or I have completed the kind of training or fulfilled
the interest I’ve had since I was very young, which is in modernism. When I was in
Taiwan, one of my literary inspirations was actually Taiwanese modernism. So I read all
the Xiandai wenxue 現代文學 (Modern Literature) writers.
SHAN: Bai Xianyong 白先勇, Wang Wenxing 王文興 and so on.
SHIH: And also people like Cong Su 叢甦 and Ouyang Zi 歐陽子, the women writers. And
Wang Wenxing was very influential for me. I audited his class on Balzac once. Also, in
college I read a lot of American modernism, including Faulkner and Hemingway. In
some ways this book was my way of putting all of that together. I think that did that. But
while I was writing this book, revising the dissertation, I had already started writing about
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visual medium, with a special focus on Taiwan. I actually published the first chapter of
Visuality and Identity very early. I think that was probably in 1992 or 1993. I published a
piece that later became “The Incredible Heaviness of Ambiguity” in Visuality and Identity.
So I was writing that book and The Lure of the Modern almost simultaneously. Meanwhile,
I kept writing chapters on Taiwan and Hong Kong and the U.S. because Visuality and
Identity is very much also about the U.S. As you know, my training in the PhD program
was partly as an Asian Americanist. I did courses with King-kok Cheung 張敬珏. I was
never going to leave my Americanist roots, so to speak. I wrote my first paper on Maxine
Hong Kingston’s 湯婷婷 China Men, which was first published in the U.S. and then the
Mandarin Chinese version was published in Taiwan.
SHAN: In Chung-wai Literary Monthly 中外文學?
SHIH: Yes. The English version was published in the anthology, The Literature of Emigration
and Exile that came out in 1992, before I even finished graduate school. I also wrote on
Korean American writer Theresa Hak-kyung Cha 車學敬. The Mandarin version of this
essay was published in Taiwan. The English version was published in a book in the U.S.,
which actually went into second printing. That article still gets cited..
SHAN: Because that text, I mean Theresa Cha’s Dictée, is a difficult reading, especially for people
not familiar with Korean background.
SHIH: Yes. So I think, it helped that I extracted those parts of the book to analyze in that
particular strange form of a text. I guess my ability to read Korean really helped.
SHAN: At that time, actually, not many people wrote about her, right?
SHIH: Yes. It was in 1997 and the book is called Speaking the Other Self: American Women Writers.
I wrote those two pieces on Maxine Hong Kingston and Theresa Cha in graduate school.
They were immediately published. That was very interesting. That was a period in which
I was more an Asian Americanist. In a sense then, Visuality and Identity is really bringing
together my roles as an Asian Americanist and an Asianist dealing with the parts of
the world that are in some ways marginalized. In Chinese studies, Taiwan and Hong
Kong are completely marginalized. In English departments, Asian American studies is
also marginalized. Additionally, we are seeing more and more complex identities that
straddle between Asia and Asian America. I wanted to make those kinds of connections
through figures that actually crossed those boundaries between being a certain kind of
Asian to being Asian American. I guess the central figure in that crossing is Ang Lee 李
安. How he’s Taiwanese and Taiwanese American at the same time. So in the introduction
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of Visuality and Identity I talked about his movie Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon 臥虎
藏龍. The first chapter, entitled “Globalization and Minoritization,” is about the ways in
which Ang Lee as a Taiwanese national subject becomes a minority subject in the United
States. So the transition from being a national subject to a minority subject, from being
Taiwanese to Taiwanese American and the politics therein, racial and gender, all of that.
That was the first chapter. This chapter got picked up by people in film studies maybe,
but not as much by Asian Americanists. I’ve been surprised that even James Schamus,
who was Ang Lee’s producer and writer at Columbia University, really responded to it.
He was obviously provoked by that piece. That book is really coming back from working
on China, Republican China, and wanting to account for Taiwan and Hong Kong,
which few people wrote about in any serious way in the humanities in the U.S., and
then I wanted to connect that kind of itineraries with Asian American studies. It’s really
bringing area studies and ethnic studies together. As I was writing it, I was trying to come
up with a framework to put all of this together, and I started talking about the Sinophone
very early, maybe even as early as the year 2000, I think. Every time I talked about it,
using examples from Hong Kong, Taiwan or the U.S., my audience would just be either
very intrigued or very provoked. They would keep on asking me questions. I was very shy
originally and didn’t want to put this forth as a way of thinking about visual or literary
texts. But because people felt so provoked I realized that maybe I should just be bold and
go ahead and propose it.
So the first time I published my initial conceptualization of the term was in 2004
in an article called “Global Literature and the Technologies of Recognition.” That’s where
I say Gao Xingjian 高行健 should be considered a Sinophone French writer rather than
a Chinese writer. And I used the term Sinophone in a footnote. You can see how modest
and shy I was about this. When it was time for me to write the introduction to this
book Visuality and Identity, I decided that the Sinophone was what would really organize
everything together. People have always felt so disheartened and marginalized because
they work on Taiwan. If you work on Taiwan in the U.S. academy, you cannot get a job
easily. If you work on Hong Kong, same thing, it’s hard for you to get a job. If you work
on Sinophone Malaysia or Singapore, forget it. With all that kind of felt marginalization
that I see around me in younger scholars and even people who are more senior, I felt
that I should really try to speak up. Since in my case I already wrote a book on China
and was already tenured, I had some freedom to do what I did. So I decided to be bold.
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But it also means I was putting my career at a certain risk because I would no longer be
someone rising in Chinese studies. After my first book came out, I was getting all sorts of
invitations to apply for their positions. I received invitations from so many universities
saying, please come and apply for our job. We’d like you to come and work for us. After
the second book, Visuality and Identity, nothing. Because I’m no longer in conventional
Chinese studies. They all want people to work on China. They don’t want people working
on Taiwan, Hong Kong or Asian America. I wouldn’t say that it was a loss or sacrifice, but
I had to be prepared for the consequences for the choice I made. My work had never been
conventional area studies or Chinese studies anyway.
SHAN: A price to be paid?
SHIH: It’s a price to be paid. Yes. It’s a price I decided to pay. I thought, okay, I needed to take
this on. That’s how it happened.
SHAN: Is that price too dear for you?
SHIH: No. I think it turned out to be incredibly exciting. When I see how this framework—
however defined, because people have different definitions—is able to give someone a
place from which to speak, a place to articulate their own concerns and positions and
engage with the very marginalized objects of research, and actually gives them a sense
of identity of some sort, I feel incredibly gratified. Even when people criticize me, that’s
a kind of reward, right? So it’s been really, really rewarding. I have to say it’s been a
very, very interesting journey since my Sinophone works have been published. That’s also
actually what prompted me to continue writing on the Sinophone because people kept
posing questions to me. People just would not stop asking questions every place I went.
SHAN: Can you describe some of the questions normally put to you?
SHIH: One question from the very beginning was definition, the definition of the Sinophone.
I would have to say that mine is not a very harmonious definition that would be good
for everyone. Because it comes from the position of the minor and the minority and the
marginalized, it has a certain sense of purpose or a kind of politics which sometimes
offends people. It also makes people feel I am too political or too radical, because it does
not speak to more scholars with more conservative orientations who want to get along
with everybody, who do not want to be critical or political. I mean, to those of us in
Asian American studies it doesn’t make sense to separate scholarship and politics at all.
But there are many scholars, many people, especially in Taiwan and in Asian studies in
the United States, who think scholarship and politics are totally unrelated to each other.
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That’s where my Asian Americanist self really comes in. I take the perspective of ethnic
studies in most of my work, even in the more post-colonial orientation of The Lure of
the Modern. I already have a chapter on race. For instance, I talk about race in Shanghai,
so my work is always infused with ethnic studies perspectives. But I don’t do typical
ethnic studies. I’m not teaching in the English department, even though I do Asian
American literature, and that is done in Asian American studies department. I don’t
do typical ethnic studies, but my work is broader in the sense that I take ethnic studies
perspectives in thinking about the world. So that is offensive to a lot of people because
they don’t want to talk about race. They don’t want to talk about political oppression or
cultural oppression or marginalization which is connected to racial oppression, religion
or gender in most places. And a lot of people don’t want to talk about these sensitive
topics. Originally I was shocked at this because I’m more in American studies in the sense
that in American studies if you go to the ASA, they talk about nothing but race! But then
you go to Asian studies, and nobody talks about race.
SHAN: Such a sharp contrast.
SHIH: Yeah. Incredible. They are speaking opposite to each other. In the new book I’m hoping
to complete soon, I have a chapter called “Racializing Area Studies,” which uses critical
race theory to criticize Asian studies. So basically I’m using Asian American studies to
criticize Asian studies. I have given this paper as talks in different places and it always
makes people feel very nervous, very nervous. I gave it as a talk at Duke a few years ago,
and one person in the audience later said to me, “Shu-mei, you made my skin crawl.”
SHAN: Why? Did he or she give the reasons?
SHIH: Because I speak directly to power. I speak truth to power, I think. It’s very uncomfortable
to people. Because Asian studies is incredibly conservative, the kind of work that I do
makes people feel very uncomfortable. In Chinese studies, many scholars have to spend
their entire life studying China so they become China-lovers. To these people, China
cannot be criticized. Some have residual old Leftist romanticism towards China so China
cannot be criticized. Even some others feel nationalistic on behalf of China (some are
indeed Chinese nationalists working in Chinese studies) and cannot allow others to
criticize China. Finally there are those who crave recognition by China and cannot allow
others to criticize China. Anyway, you can see there are many reasons to “love” China.
Taking an ethnic studies perspective is very annoying to all of these people. I remember
I gave a talk on Ang Lee many years ago at an American university, and a person in the
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audience—who’s a very, very famous China historian and I won’t name the person—came
to me afterwards and said to me, “Shu-mei, your Shanghai work is so good; why are you
doing this? Why are you doing ethnic studies, basically. Yes. Why don’t you continue to
work on Shanghai?” So there you go. I get it from all directions. I knew it is actually quite
a risk for me to be doing ethnic studies in Asian studies. But that’s what I chose to do. In
some ways I guess that explains the second book, Visuality and Identity, where I use a lot
of visual materials. I also wanted to speak for artists, especially artists and visual studies
workers from Taiwan and Hong Kong. My penultimate chapter is on the Taiwanese artist
Wu Mali 吳瑪悧. I just had dinner with her last night.
SHAN: I saw the pictures you put in the book, including those of Wu’s artworks. So she was here
in Hong Kong.
SHIH: Yeah, she came for a conference at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. She left today.
I continue to follow her work. I have a new piece coming out where I’m looking at a bit
of her work as well as some Asian American artists. I’m doing more Asian American work
here and there now.
SHAN: I think that’s good. And I saw that you also cooperate with Francoise Lionnet. Can you
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say something about your projects together and then the development of the projects and
their relationship with your own work and so on?
SHIH: Yes. In the introduction to Minor Transnationalism, we describe how we met. We met
in the year 1998. In 1998, Francoise had not yet arrived at UCLA, but we met at a
conference in Paris. We just started talking. She is of French descent from Mauritius,
which is an ex-French and ex-British colony. She’s a Mauritian who wrote her PhD
dissertation in Michigan on African American literature. So like me, she worked in both
ethnic studies and area studies (Francophone studies and French studies). I do Chinese,
Asian American, so I needed Sinophone. We realized we were on parallel paths. It was
amazing when we met. We just felt, “Oh my god, we’re exactly the same!” I was born as
a peculiar kind of Chinese (ROC citizen) in Korea. She was born a Mauritian of French
descent in Mauritius. She went to France to study and then came to the U.S. to study. I
went to Taiwan to study and then came to the U.S. We have almost the same itinerary,
just traversing different parts of the world, very different parts of the world. Yes. We
just felt like long lost friends living parallel lives, like Einstein’s theory of relativity or
something. One person in that part of the world, one person from this part of the world,
and then somehow we merged in Paris. Then she came to UCLA, and we really wanted to
collaborate. We came up with the idea of putting together a research collective. We invited
about forty members of junior faculty and some senior people from across the University
of California system. I with all my networks with Asianists and Asian Americanists and
she with her networks of people doing Europe and Francophone, we had a huge group of
forty people. We met once or twice a year. We had workshops. “Minor Transnationalism”
was one of the workshops. I came up with the title because at the time I was reading a lot
of sociological theories of transnationalism. We thought we humanists had a contribution
to make in thinking about transnationalism, which at the time was mainly addressed
by scholars in economics and sociology. All of us in the group have minor orientations.
That was our way of organizing ourselves. So the book was in some ways a situating of
humanistic perspectives on the question of transnationalism, especially from minor and
minority perspectives.
It was also a new way of thinking about something people talked about all the time.
In terms of population movements, transnationalism is not just about people who move
willingly, but also about people who are forced to move, right? Refugees are transnational.
Immigrants and migrant workers from places where they have been colonized were
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sometimes forced to become transnational, too. They are the ex-colonized who arrive at
the doors of the metropole, and become the ethnic minorities that have been causing antiimmigration sentiments all across Europe. I call them the return of the repressed to the
empire. Actually, “transnational” really has different meanings. At the same time with the
increased flow of people and goods and so forth, there’s also a greater possibility for one
minor set of people or minor form of art to be in conversation with other minor peoples
and expressive cultures. So “Minor Transnationalism” is a coinage to talk about the ways
in which we can construct a minor-to-minor relationality that circumvents the major.
If you look at ethnic studies, if you look at postcolonial studies, they’re usually about
minor-to-major relations or colonized-to-colonizer relations, both of which are mediated
by the center. We wanted to think instead about minor topics and minor areas. As a
group, we had so much fun together. We wanted to theorize the idea of minor-to-minor
relationality that could circumvent the major. At the same time there are many historical
examples of this kind of minor-to-minor transnationality. The most powerful one that we
talked about is the itinerary of Frantz Fanon. Frantz Fanon was from Martinique and was
educated in France, but, actually, he went to Algeria to volunteer as a psychologist, as a
military psychologist. His is actually the movement from the Caribbean to Algeria, i.e.,
from one minor site to another minor site. Then he picks up the revolutionary cause of
the Algerians, not the French. It’s not on the side of the French. This is where you see how
he is so diametrically different from the position taken by Jacques Derrida.
During the Revolution, Derrida, being an Algerian, served in the Algerian military
as a teacher. He taught kids. But then, he later went to France and pretty much became
French. I mean he was of course of French descendant. He became one of these pied
noirs, those with black feet. The white Algerians who go to France, mostly Jewish, have
black feet because they moved from black Africa to white France, or something like that.
So you can see how different Derrida is from Fanon. Fanon went from Martinique to
Algeria, but Derrida went from Algeria to Paris. His goal in life was to reach the center.
I remember the first time I was in Paris, the word “deconstruction” was rather jeered at.
But when the word “differance” was included in the French dictionary, people thought
it was such a big victory. That indicates the sort of Derridean thinking on these matters
in so many different ways. Even when it deconstructs the center, it ends up being rather
centrist. Fanon, on the other hand, really held onto a more minor orientation throughout
his life. So it’s those very inspiring figures such as Fanon that helped us construct this
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framework of Minor Transnationalism.
I’ve been happily surprised that almost every place I go, people have read this book.
Every place I go in the U.S., in Canada, in Europe, people seem to have read this book.
That’s been really wonderful. Yes. Then we did our second book together, The Creolization
of Theory, which is also out of one of our group projects. The aim of this project is to
deepen the conversations about theory. There’s always been this sense of anxiety about
theory, especially in ethnic studies. In Francophone studies it’s a little bit different
because the ex-French colonies, especially a place like Martinique, which is a tiny island,
did produce so many world-class thinkers. How many Nobel Prize winning authors hail
from the Caribbean? How many important thinkers of the twentieth century came out of
the Caribbean? In Francophone studies I think they have less anxiety about theory, even
though Francophone theory per se is not recognized. I mean one has to, for instance,
consider Derrida Francophone, even if we criticize him as a pied noir. In the context
of Asian studies and Asian American studies, there is tremendous anxiety about theory.
Theory is European. What are we doing with it? In Asian studies it’s always the same
questions asked again and again, perennial questions since the middle of the twentieth
century with Takeuchi Yoshimi or even in late nineteenth century in China, questions
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about Western learning versus Eastern learning. They’re all variations of questions about
theory. We learn theory and methodology from the West, and we use Asia as content.
Why is theory always Western? The power hierarchy lies in this. We wanted to tackle this
question.
In Asian American studies there have also been a lot of issues related to theory,
too. Asian Americanists were also struggling with critical theory, even with post-colonial
theory. I remember the role the historic volume “Race,” Writing and Difference played
in bringing theory into African American studies. I actually organized a twenty-year
anniversary of reflection on that book in the special issue of PMLA that I guest-edited.
In that special issue of PMLA called “Comparative Racialization,” I created two special
sections besides research articles and other shorter essays. One is on Race Writing and
Difference, edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and the other is on Racial Formation in
the United States written by Michael Omi and Howard Winant. These two books have
continued to be very influential, even after twenty years. My special issue contains some
provocative reflections on these two books twenty years later, reflecting on the very
interesting moment in American studies when the two books came out, in the same year.
The Creolization of Theory was a way to think through those questions in a very concrete
historical way. We took up the question of critical theory or deconstruction as an example
to talk about what is theory, or what was theory, and how we understand it. We look at
precisely how Derrida is Algerian, and how Kristeva is Bulgarian, and how all of these
people writing in the fifties, sixties, or coming out of the generation of the Global Sixties
were influenced by global decolonization movements. Even though they are part of the
so-called French theory or German theory or literary theory in the U.S., they all have the
same historical starting point in the Global Sixties.
For my part I brought in questions about the Civil Rights Movement in the United
States and Asian American Movement and the emergence of ethnic studies and how
all of these were part and parcel to what we today call the Global Sixties. That is a way
of thinking through the decolonization and radical movements from the fifties to the
seventies from around the world, according to NYU historian, Kristin Ross’s view. I
use her definition of the Global Sixties in my work in The Creolization of Theory. A side
remark: The cover was painted by my uncle Chang Hung 張弘, who was in Paris around
that time. I’m trying to advertise his work so that people will know about him. Still,
nobody knows him. The cover of Sinophone Studies: A Critical Reader is also my uncle’s
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painting.
SHAN: So was he a modernist?
SHIH: Yes, I think so. As to “creolization,” we give a historical analysis to sources of theory to say
that actually all theories are always already creolized. We talk about theory being creolized,
and creolization itself as a form of theory. It critiques the mainstream or Eurocentric
construction of theory as such. I guess Sinophone studies is in some ways a collection
and a combination of a lot of this work. From Visuality and Identity on, all the questions
I’ve been getting from people have spurred me to continue to write on the Sinophone. I
published maybe three or four essays after the 2007 book, and hopefully I can finish the
new book Empires of the Sinophone soon. But I also wanted to do a reader for Sinophone
studies. It went very smoothly. I had two excellent co-editors, Tsai Chien-hsin 蔡建鑫
and Brian Bernards 貝納德, who were at the time both very junior. I don’t know what
else to say about that book. It came out only a year ago. It seems that a book’s influence
is felt in about five years. It takes about five years for people to get to know the book, at
least in my experience.
SHAN: But to me it’s one of the pioneering books in this area. I mean, besides this one, there’s
another one edited by David Der-wei Wang 王德威 and Jing Tsu 石靜遠.
SHIH: Yes. Globalizing Modern Chinese Literature. That was from a conference that they organized
at Harvard.
SHAN: In 2007. Both of us attended that conference.
SHIH: Indeed!
SHAN: Yes. For the Sinophone studies book, you mentioned earlier that people working in this
field run the risk of not getting a good job in the U.S. But so far as I know, Tsai and
Bernards do have good jobs, right?
SHIH: Under specific circumstances, I think. They both are exceptional scholars to begin with.
Brian is quadrilingual. He speaks and reads Thai, and his Mandarin is fluent. He’s really
quite brilliant. And he can equally work on Chinese and Sinophone areas, but for the
most part Southeast Asia is his real emphasis: Thailand and Malaysia. He came to UCLA
to work with me because at UCLA we have a strong Southeast Asian studies faculty in
the history department and also in the Asian department. I think at the time he had all
sorts of choices. He could’ve gone to all the other universities, but he decided to come
to UCLA. I usually like students like that because they know what they want. You barely
need to do heavy mentoring. I just say, “Brian, please go and read this book.” And he
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reads ten. He was an utter pleasure to work with as a student. In fact, I also learned a lot
from him. I always learn a lot from my students. Tsai Chien-hsin at the time already had
a position; his position was for teaching Taiwan literature at UTex Austin. That’s the only
place where Taiwan studies is respected because of Yvonne Chang 張頌聖 and all the
decades of work she has done there. But they are exceptional cases. It does not translate.
SHAN: Tsai Chien-hsin also served as the copy editor or something like that for the Mandarin
version of Visuality and Identity.
SHIH: Yes. He was very generous with his time, and for which I am very grateful.
SHAN: And how about the most recent one, Comparatizing Taiwan, co-edited by you and Liao
Ping-hui 廖炳惠, which just came out this month?
SHIH: Yes. Let’s see. I am of course devoted to Taiwan studies, devoted to bringing Taiwan,
especially Taiwan’s humanities, literature, culture and film, into greater visibility in the
U.S. or in the Western world in general. But I’m convinced that the way to do it is not
through area studies mode. The area studies mode is important in the sense that you give
Taiwan its due, you study Taiwan as your main focus, including its literature, its history,
and all of that. I think all of that is absolutely necessary. In Taiwan right now, most
Taiwan studies is done in an area studies mode, because such an explicit focus on Taiwan
was not possible for a long time under the China-centric policy of the ROC government.
These days, they study an author, they study a text, they study a historical period, they
study a film in and of itself, right? But beyond Taiwan studies scholars in Taiwan, no one
will be interested in that. It’s not that people shouldn’t be interested in that; it’s just that
people will neglect it, because they will ask themselves the question: what does Taiwan
have anything to do with me? That will be the attitude of most readers who do not know
much about Taiwan. So this has been my thinking all the way when I wrote a preface for
a book on comparative literature that Cheng Chien-chung 陳建忠 edited.
SHAN: . . .the one published by National Tsing Hua University 國立清華大學?
SHIH: Yes. I couldn’t be there, but you were one of the keynote speakers. That’s where I continued
thinking seriously about this question, about HOW to study Taiwan. A long time ago,
I edited a special issue of the journal Postcolonial Studies called “Globalization and the
(In)significance of Taiwan,” which was misunderstood by some people who said I really
meant Taiwan to be insignificant when I really meant to be ironic. Anyway, you can
see where I’m coming from. I’m coming from the position of wanting to bring Taiwan
to a certain visibility without going the area studies way. I think the area studies way
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just won’t take you very far. I think it’s very important, but we need different kinds of
work, engaging with different sectors of our readers and our audience. One way to study
Taiwan is by turning Taiwan into a term in comparison, so I came up with this idea
of “Comparitizing Taiwan.” I wrote the conference description and conceptualized the
project. Ping-hui and I invited various people to contribute to this. It was a conference,
and we asked people to read some essays on comparative theory, but each contributor had
their own areas of interest other than Taiwan. In consequence, it made our job very easy.
We have contributors who worked and situated Taiwan in relation to England, Ireland,
especially in relation to the Caribbean, Pacific Islands, Japan, Korea, France, etc.
SHAN: How about Hong Kong?
SHIH: We had a piece on Macao, but not on Hong Kong somehow, which is a big oversight
now that I’m thinking about the Umbrella Movement right here. “Today’s Hong Kong
is tomorrow’s Taiwan,” as they say. It’s a very, very powerful statement or warning. If in
the future we could add to this book, I would love to have a piece on Taiwan in relation
to Hong Kong. One reason why Taiwan and Hong Kong used to never be talked about
together is that they had a kind of self-hatred towards each other. You know, they were
all looking at China, or they were all looking at the West, but not at each other until
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recent years. This is the obsession of minor-to-major relationality that the book Minor
Transnationalism was trying to critize. Now they’re in a situation of mutual sympathy (tong
bing xiang lian 同病相憐). They share the condition of being under Chinese hegemony.
But it is very recent, maybe only since the last decade, that Taiwan and Hong Kong are
becoming closer in terms of artists and writers and cultural workers. This is the kind of
minor-to-minor transnationality that we need to track. I think they’re talking more about
this relationality also because someone like the Taiwanese editor Chang Tie-chi 張鐵志
works in Hong Kong now, for instance. This was not the case before. In a Hong Kong
novel called Wild City, Crazy Horse 狂城亂馬, there are several descriptions of several
encounters between Taiwanese filmmakers and Hong Kong filmmakers. The Taiwanese
filmmakers are depicted as very haughty people who look down on the Hong Kongers.
They don’t think Hong Kong directors are any good. That’s always been the problem in
the past: they didn’t pay attention to each other. They didn’t relate. Hong Kong readers
are offended by Taiwan writer Shih Shu-ching’s 施叔青 “Hong Kong Trilogy” 香港三
部曲. And when Ping Lu 平路 came to Hong Kong, I think people had some issues
with her as well. Only Lung Ying-tai 龍應台, who really paid attention to Hong Kong
issues and was willing to criticize Hong Kong, was actually accepted by some Hong
Kong people. In my memory she’s probably the first or the only person that Hong Kong
people really accepted from Taiwan. In the past, a lot of Taiwanese writers and filmmakers
came through and they’ve had all sorts of issues in the past. I think things have gotten
better only in the recent ten years or so, and there’s a greater mutual understanding and
sympathy. This is definitely a post-1997 phenomenon.
SHAN: I think that if you push it a little bit back further, in the Cold War period, there was the
policy of containment imposed on Hong Kong and Taiwan. That played a very important
role in fighting against Communism. You would see a lot of books published, or translated
and published by World Today Press 今日世界出版社 here in Hong Kong, but had a
wide circulation in Taiwan and Eileen Chang 張愛玲 was also a good example.
SHIH: Yes. Absolutely. But I feel that a lot of people, even while paying tribute to that past, still
took a very condescending attitude. Even I know that, for the longest time, in Taiwan
they used to call Hong Kong a cultural desert, just like the Chinese always say Hong
Kong is a cultural desert since Lu Xun 魯迅, right?
SHAN: Yeah, but that’s a misconception.
SHIH: Exactly. I think only in recent decade is there a sense of shared fate that is bringing these
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people together, Hong Kong intellectuals and Taiwan intellectuals, like never before. I
talked to a lot of people in the past, and they would always say, oh yeah, they never really
talk. They’re so close in geography, only an hour and a half by airplane. Then why didn’t
they collaborate more? Think about all the talent that Hong Kong had and all the talent
that Taiwan had. They never really collaborated. What big film did they make together? If
you think about it, they didn’t. Or what or how much did they collaborate in literature?
Only recently. For instance, Dung Kai-cheung 董啟章 is a very good friend of Luo Yichun 駱以軍. I just watched a documentary on Dung Kai-cheung in which Luo Yi-chun
was interviewed quite extensively. That’s also quite new. In the past, I remember in Taiwan
there was so much prejudice towards Hong Kong. My friends from Hong Kong studying
in Taiwan weren’t treated very well. They would be criticized for their Guangdong qiang
廣東腔 (Cantonese accent) from a very Mandarin centric perspective. Taiwan used to be
quite closed up. In some ways it still is, which has its issues. I guess that’s what I’ll say
about Comparatizing Taiwan. I just decided to invent that word “comparatize”. It seems
to work.
SHAN: Over the years you have great influence on minor transnationalism, comparative race, and
Sinophone studies. Nowadays you are best known as the one who initiated or founded
the new field known as Sinophone studies. Can you say something about the reception
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and different responses, especially the pros and cons of this new field?
SHIH: Yes. It’s very complicated and rather various in terms of responses. In the U.S., I am
frequently criticized by China-centric scholars, because this work is of course critical
of China as an empire. They miscontrue that only Chinese empire is criticized in the
Sinophone framework, which is not true. The paradigm is completely inter-imperial,
and that is why my new book is going to be called Empires of the Sinophone: see, the
word “empire” in multiplicity. If you look at Southeast Asia, we’re looking at British
empire, French empire, American empire, and Dutch Empire, etc. But the China-centric
perspective tends to not see that. You see, one thing about empire is that even though
you don’t want to be criticized, but if somebody criticized something else, you think that
you are the one criticized. There is a certain kind of self-importance or even narcissism.
Even though people didn’t target you as the exclusive object of criticism, you think you
are the only object of criticism. This of course has a lot to do with the whole complex
history of modern China, a complex of woundedness. When someone is critical of, let’s
say, Manchu Empire and the inheritance of Manchu Empire by contemporary China, the
Chinese (and many Chinese studies scholars) find it very, very threatening. From their
perspective they think it’s wrong because they feel China always suffered, was always a
victim, so cannot possibly be considered an empire. On very simple terms: Contemporary
China inherited the territory of Manchu Empire with the exception of outer Mongolia
and continue to control the vast lands conquered by the Manchus. How is that not
empire? So, if you think about it, China was weak probably for about 100 years, from the
Opium Wars to the establishment of the PRC. Ever since 1949, China has been on the
rise, slowly initially, but with ever increased pace later on. This psychology of wound and
victimhood is what is behind the criticism I get about my critique of Chinese empire.
Actually, as I was saying, the framework is much more about criss-crossing of different
empires and different languages, within which the Sinophone operates or emerges or tries
to survive. In Malaysia, for instance, you have to talk about the British empire, as well as
Malay and English and other languages, alongside Sinitic languages, which are also nonstandard Sinitic languages. It’s about all of those things. In the case of Taiwan we’re also
talking about multiple colonial powers who came through Taiwan. What about Japan?
What about the Dutch? The French and the Spanish came through Taiwan, right? And
then there was American influence, under which Taiwan was an American protectorate of
some sort. There are all sorts of things here, but somehow the China-centric people think
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all my work is critical of China. You see, even such a misconception is kind of narcissistic.
Everything is always about them, them, them.
SHAN: There is also some kind of misunderstanding that you would like to exclude China. But I
think in your preface to the new book you addressed that issue as well as in your foreword
to the special issue on Sinophone cinemas published in the Journal of Chinese Cinemas. It
was never intended to exclude China.
SHIH: Right. I intentionally left it somewhat ambiguous in the book Visuality and Identity. I say
“on the margins of China and Chinese-ness.” Then I explain later in “The Concept of
the Sinophone” that it’s not just on the margins of China and Chinese-ness, but also on
the margins of the U.S. and American-ness, on the margins of Malaysia and Malay-ness.
“On the margins of China and Chinese-ness” is intentionally ambiguous because I wish
it to articulate that if in the future the China-centric perspective is willing to let itself
go, then we’re all in the Sinophone world of multiplicities, complexities, heteroglossia,
multi-culture, multilingualism, and multi-ethnicity, all of those things that are given
due respect. However, since that is not possible, Sinophone studies maintains a critical
perspective to all those centrisms. It will pay attention rather to minority articulations
within China, in the same way that we look at minority articulations all over the world.
There are Sinophone works, Sinophone communities, and Sinophone cultures on the
margins of most nation-states, with the exception of Hong Kong and Taiwan, where the
majority of the population is Sinophone, and so we need to theorize them very differently.
That’s why I theorize Taiwan in terms of settler colonialism, because Sinophone people
are actually colonizers in Taiwan. We need to think about settler colonialism seriously. It’s
very multilayered and specific to the location about which we study.
SHAN: That’s why you emphasize the idea of place-basedness and also the idea of situated-ness.
SHIH: Yes, absolutely. That’s why I don’t understand why people say I’m only criticizing China.
I’m also critical of Taiwan. I just finished writing up the lecture I gave at Andy Wong’s 王
智明 conference in Academica Sinica 中央研究院. I finished writing it up in Mandarin,
and it will come out in a book, and it’s very critical of Taiwan. It’s on the conditions of
theory in Taiwan, what are the historical conditions that we need to take stock of in order
to understand how theorizing is and is not possible for a small country in the world. There
I only mention two conditions. One is settler colonialism and the other is Americanism.
SHAN: Americanism in what way?
SHIH: The ways in which Taiwan was so beholden to the United States to the extent that it acts
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almost as a colony or protectorate of the United States. During the Cold War, especially,
with the large amount of American aid, and after, and the ways how Taiwan sees itself, I
guess. This kind of Americanism is closely connected to how knowledge and theory are
understood and produced in Taiwan.
SHAN: Including the emphasis on the so-called social science citation index nowadays?
SHIH: Exactly.
SHAN: That’s really something very absurd.
SHIH: Yes. I remember at the time I presented a version of it on another occasion, and I was
criticized for bringing up the problem of Americanism in Taiwan. I was criticized on
the ground that, actually Taiwan now also looks to Europe, not just America. Yes, fine.
But for the longest time, right? I get nativist or nationalist responses everywhere I speak,
probably because I criticize all these nationalisms and centrisms.
SHAN: Yeah. That’s right.
SHIH: About U.S. aid, the United States used to give 100 million U.S. dollars to Taiwan a year.
That was the basis of the Taiwan economic miracle. If you look at the political economy
of U.S.-Taiwan relations and look at the culture, you will see how cultural economy
comes out of that political economy.
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SHAN: That’s right.
SHIH: Yeah. So, I was critical of that. I’m as critical of Taiwan as I am of China. My Taiwanese
friends, I mean, like you and others, don’t feel offended by it. Some do, but then they
seem to overcome it.
SHAN: If you look at that as something during that historical period, they’re under the so-called
policy of containment, also an extension of American empire. Of course on the other
hand, Taiwan needs that kind of protection for the sake of national security, and so on.
So I think if we can historicize that, we will be able to see it from a different light.
SHIH: Yes, exactly. But how is knowledge produced in Taiwan? What are the contexts and what
emphasis? Which direction has it been going? All of these things are important questions
if we want to think about the question of theory in Taiwan. That’s where I was coming
from. With some friends in Taiwan, we have formed a collective called “Knowledge/
Taiwan Collective.” This is our first publication by Mai Tian 麥田.
SHAN: That’s a very prestigious publisher in the Sinophone world.
SHIH: Yes, we hope we’ll get readers. Well, I hope maybe you’ll join us, too, sometime.
SHAN: If I am qualified.
SHIH: Oh, of course. It’s just people who are interested in the question of theory in Taiwan, you
know?
SHAN: Okay.
SHIH: With the Sinophone too, it is interesting to see how it has been received in Taiwan. I
started talking about it since quite a few years ago in Taiwan. But in Taiwan, thanks to
Han settler colonialism and the continental mentality inculcated by the Kuomintang,
these people have felt they were still the center, and so they didn’t like it at all in the
beginning. Thanks to the rise of China and Taiwan’s increasing realization of its minor,
marginalized status, that Sinophone studies has become more and more widely accepted.
SHAN: They inherited Chinese culture.
SHIH: Yes. They used to think as if they were the continent—reflecting the Kuomintang’s
ideological suturing that Taiwan was the more authentic China. It seems that after the
translation of the book came out after seven long years, more people seem to be drawn
to it.
SHAN: Can you say something about the production of the Chinese version of your Visibility
book. I know it’s very difficult to translate a theoretical book like this, which is so dense
and very nuanced.
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SHIH: Yes. What did you think about the translation?
SHAN: I think it’s quite readable. I myself am a practicing translator. I know how difficult it is to
translate this kind of theoretical work, particularly with these different backgrounds and
different texts and contexts that surround the work.
SHIH: Yes, basically the first translator the publisher found did not finish the work because it was
too hard. Then the publisher found a second translator, who is a professional writer and
translator in Hong Kong. He did the first round of translation, which was quite adequate.
But I realized that when I read through that translation, how my English prose was so
unreadable. It really made the job of the translator very difficult. Then Tsai Chien-hsin,
one of the co-editors of the volume Sinophone Studies, very graciously offered to smooth
over the translation. He edited it once thoroughly, and then I went over it one more time.
And so it took a very long time. In some ways, there are altogather four translators for
this book.
SHAN: Since the publication of this Sinophone text of Sinophone studies, it has exerted quite a
big influence in the Sinophone world.
SHIH: It seems people are picking it up. Now if I’m in Taiwan or in Hong Kong and give a
lecture, then somebody usually has a copy in his hand. Yes, that’s been wonderful.
SHAN: I think in Taiwan, especially, people in the Institute of Taiwanese Literature, have
something radical to rely upon, right?
SHIH: Or they will prefer still to hold onto the categories of Taiwan studies or Taiwan literature
rather than Sinophone literature. I think the argument I will make about the relationship
between the Sinophone and Taiwan is that Taiwan literature is not just Sinophone. Taiwan
literature is actually Japanophone, Anglophone, and Sinophone. In terms of Sinophone
there are also several Sinitic languages, including Mandarin, Hoklo and Hakka. When
you talk about Sinophone Taiwan literature, you have to think about these multiplicities.
It only names, actually, a portion of Taiwan literature. It recognizes there are Japanese and
also English writing historically at different periods.
SHAN: It also includes Taiwan and Hong Kong literature and visual arts. You have been teaching
here in Hong Kong for some time. What are the students’ responses?
SHIH: The undergraduate students at Hong Kong University in general do not really understand
it. I used the Sinophone Studies reader last year as a textbook in the School of Chinese.
I think maybe a third of the students seemed affected by it, but the other two-thirds
didn’t seem to care. I think it really depends on who they are. When Leo Lee first came
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to Hong Kong, he said he taught one year at Hong Kong University. He said he didn’t
get any interesting responses from the students. I felt almost similarly. It was very
strange. I only taught undergraduate classes and undergraduate students this past year.
To understand Sinophone studies, you need to be a critical thinker. So they found it to
be rather difficult. But I’ve gotten good reception in Malaysia, especially because they
feel oppressed by Malay-dominant racial and economic policy. At the same time, there
are so many wonderful Sinophone Malaysian writers in Malaysia. They feel extremely
marginalized even though they have a history of a hundred years of writing. That’s been
very interesting. Then in Singapore it’s interesting because Singapore is very mixed. You
know how they still want to hold onto China, hold onto Chinese-ness, because the
dominant ethnic group are Han people and they also want to enhance business with
China. It’s an official policy to promote Mandarin (even though most local Chinese
Singaporeans speak a different Sinitic language at home such as Hokkien and Toechew),
but in a very strange way because of the prevalence of English as a language. Hence, the
Sinophone framework is also a little bit strange to the scholars in Singapore. However,
Singaporean scholars working in the United States have embraced this category. You can
see this in the work of E. K. Tan, especially his excellent book: Rethinking Chineseness:
Transnational Sinophone Identities in the Nanyang Literary World.
SHAN: So in a sense it’s like Edward Said’s idea of traveling theory. Your theory, especially
about Sinophone studies, has traveled to different places and met different conditions of
acceptance and conditions of resistance.
SHIH: Thank you for putting it that way. That’s really apt. I know that in Europe people also read
this work. I understand that Howard Chiang 姜學豪, not too long ago, did a report on
Sinophone studies in Europe, but I don’t know what he said. I should ask him. He’s at
the University of Warwick, and he recently edited a book called Sinophone Queer Cultures.
SHAN: Oh. That’s interesting.
SHIH: Four books on Sinophone studies came out this year, two monographs and two edited
volumes. One is Sinophone Queer Cultures. I wrote the afterword for this book. The other
one is Sinophone Cinemas. I was asked to write the foreword. And then one is Sinophone
Malaysian Literature: Not Made in China by Alison Groppe. I think she says it in the
introduction how useful the Sinophone framework is for her. And then the other book
is called Rethinking Chineseness, the one I mentioned earlier. The author E. K. Tan, who
teaches at SUNY Stonybrook, is a Singaporean and did his undergraduate studies in
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Taiwan. He also used the Sinophone framework. We also have a publication series at
Cambria Press. The chief editor is Victor Mair, but I was asked to name the series and
also describe and give a definition to the series. So the series is called “Sinophone World
Series.” It’s published the above two monographs, Rethinking Chineseness and Sinophone
Malaysian Literature. I think there might be other books in the pipeline. Now, even many
Asian Americanists or even Chinese literature scholars, junior scholars, in their CVs and
their websites, say they also do Sinophone studies. If you look at younger scholars, they
say I do Chinese and Sinophone. That’s been very interesting. A few years back, I met
Taiwan writer Zhu Tian-wen 朱天文when she went through UCLA. I think the Ministry
of Education about five years ago took Zhu and a couple other Taiwanese writers on a sort
of cultural ambassadorial trip across the United States to speak to various audiences in
the universities and communities. In the little brochure that was published, she declared:
“I am a Sinophone writer.”
SHAN: It’s interesting to have such a strong influence as an emerging field, and it really catches a
lot of attention even at the very beginning period.
SHIH: It seems so. That’s why I decided that this was worth the effort because people felt either
connected or provoked, because it was controversial enough. I really did hesitate, but
I had this conversation many years ago with a colleagues at UCLA. She’s a MacArthur
Genius music theorist. I was chatting with her and I said, oh, my work is getting criticized
a lot. It’s becoming very controversial. She said to me, “Shu-mei, I built my entire career
on negative criticism.” I thought, “Wow, she is very courageous!” I’m really not that
courageous. But it was very inspiring to hear what she had to say. You have to take a
position at some point. Take a stand and be willing to be the target.
SHAN: Yeah. In recent years you have been invited to give a lot of lectures and keynote speeches
in different conferences across different continents. In addition to the idea of traveling
theory, how would you regard yourself as a traveling theorist or globalizing theorist?
SHIH: I would actually refuse both terms. I actually very clearly situate myself when I talk
in non-U.S. situations. I clearly say that my work very much comes out of the U.S.
academic environment and the conversations that are taking place there. It’s not at all
anything universal. At the same time I also come from marginalized sites and voices as
much as I can without speaking on behalf of those places. My work right now in terms
of the Sinophone, and also the new project I’m working on, are about how to construct
alternative sets of theories so that it does not simply add the minor to the major. It’s not
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a politics of addition. It’s actually about changing the conception of how we understand
certain issues or certain topics or how we conceptualize the canon. It’s about changing the
basic conceptions from the ground up. Sinophone studies is not about adding Sinophone
literature to Chinese literature, or adding Sinophone literature to French literature or to
American literature. It’s actually about how we should reconceptualize what American
literature is, what French literature is, what Chinese literature is, what Malaysian
literature is. It’s about the construct of monolingual national literature. It’s about all of
those things. It’s not about addition. So now I’m also doing a project on world literature.
Similarly, it’s not about how we should add more non-Western books or minority books
to the canon of world literature. No, it’s about reconceptualizing how we should define
world literature in the first place.
SHAN: And how?
SHIH: This is a project I’ve been working on. I offer a way of thinking about the world in
a relational way, which partially is built on the argument made in The Creolization of
Theory where I talk about how theory is actually produced within a very specific historical
context where, actually, the things were happening everywhere. You have the Civil Rights
Movement, you have student movements around the world, you have May ’68 in Paris,
you have Algerian Revolution, you have decolonization movements all throughout Africa
and Asia. All these things were happening at the same time. Similarly I am proposing to
think about world literature as a field of relations. You can bring things into relation that
could be as marginal or as mainstream. Depending on your expertise, your languages,
and your knowledge, you can actually create a different kind of canon or a different way
of thinking about what constitutes world literature. In the article that I just finished
writing, I say it’s not about best hits. It’s not about that. It’s about how we understand
literature in the context of world history. I’m very much a historian in a lot of my work.
So world literature really happens in history. I’m taking a world historical perspective
to look at world literature. It’s about the whole world. In this book, I have a chapter on
Global Sixties, which continues the work from The Creolization of Theory but this time
connects texts from different parts of the world. In this case, actually, I have African
American texts, I have Chinese texts, I have Egyptian texts, I have Southeast Asian texts,
and so on, so it’s thinking about Global Sixties as world history and as world literature.
The purpose would be to illuminate a certain kind of a problematique. That particular
chapter is to think through or to deconstruct how Global Sixties has been understood
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from an explicitly Maoist perspective. It’s taking that history and reading texts closely. I’ve
been giving many talks on this.
SHAN: You talk about, for instance, things from world history to world literature or from world
history to world art and so on. I think it is one of your critical interventions into the idea
of world literature as reconceptualized by people like David Damrosh, Franco Moretti,
or people like that.
SHIH: Yes. I write about that. I’ve published one piece. It’s called “Comparison as a Relation.” That’s
where it started. In that piece I have some specific critical comments on Moretti, Damrosh,
and Pascale Casanova, since those three are the ones that most people reference. In the
latest piece that I wrote called “World Studies and Relational Comparison,” (published in
March 2015 issue of PMLA), I decided to skip the criticism because it’s already overdone.
I decided that I just provide my framework, my sort of theoretical thinking on this issue
rather than criticize other people, because really those are different critical moves. I offer
some very specific ways of doing world literature or comparative studies as relational
studies. In the earlier piece I published, which would be one of the chapters in the new
book, the literary examples are about the coolie trade in the late nineteenth century and
early twentieth century. So it goes from the Caribbean to Southeast Asia, through the
American South. The mediation is provided by Edouard Glissant’s book on Faulkner.
Glissant says that the plantation really begins in the American South and expands to
the Caribbean. In Glissant’s book, Faulkner, Mississippi, he wrote about racial mixing
and racial passing in some of Faulkner’s novels. I also included discussions of a Jamaican
writer writing about Chinese coolies and coolie ships as their own middle passage. There’s
the kind of generosity that the writer Patricia Powell expresses in juxtaposing slavery
with coolie-trade. Then I for the first time include a discussion about my favorite writer,
Chang Kuei-hsing 張貴興. His novels are the main protagonists in this article.
SHAN: Both of you graduated from the same department.
SHIH: Yes. He was my upper classman at NTNU, three years ahead of me. But it is not the
personal connection but the power of his works that have convinced me to write about
him. By all means, I feel that the first two parts of the rainforest trilogy is Nobel-prizeworthy.
SHAN: I know you have also written an article “Against Diaspora.” You actually mentioned that
previously in your book Visuality and Identity. Can you elaborate a little bit more because
you mentioned some interesting ideas, such as there’s an expiration date for diaspora and
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so on.
SHIH: Yes.
SHAN: When people talk about diaspora, they will first relate it to the Jewish diaspora and also
the African American diaspora. Some people even apply the term to Chinese as Chinese
diaspora. You seem to have different opinions about that idea.
SHIH: I think my thinking is very much an Asian Americanist one. The debate that happened
on the pages of Amerasia was in 1990, with Sau-ling Wong 黃秀玲 and all the others.
SHAN: You mean the denationalization one?
SHIH: Yeah, the denaturalization debate. At the time I was still a graduate student. Wong’s piece
was very influential to me at the time. It was talking about the importance of how politics
needs to be grounded domestically, right?
SHAN: Yes.
SHIH: That’s the only way politics works, especially for the oppressed and the marginalized, for
the minor and the minority. The state is still the mechanism through which the minority
can claim recognition and seek redistribution, even though transnational methods and
associations can be utilized as well. In the end, it is the state that controls the resources
that could benefit the minority and the racialized. When it comes to Asian Americans, the
diasporic ideology (when diaspora becomes a kind of value) is very problematic because
Asian Americans used to be considered perpetual foreigners. Diaspora actually reinforces
the lack of connection to the local. Sometimes I have a hard time understanding how
history changed so dramatically that after a couple of decades since Wong’s article,
suddenly talking about diaspora is popular in Asian American studies. With the Jewish
diaspora, there’s always this longing for the homeland. Literally, diaspora means dispersal,
and dispersal means you come from somewhere and then you disperse to other places.
This is a straightforward fact describing the situation of people all around the world,
and this is what I mean by “diaspora as history.” But when diaspora becomes a kind of
value (“diaspora as value”), then it becomes problematic and even dangerous. I think
Zionism is an extreme example of how diasporic ideology becomes a settler colonial
mentality and becomes another colonial ideology, as in Israel. I think earlier on we had
discussions about exile, about diaspora. Both diaspora and exile to me point to a lack of
commitment to the place of your residence, where you live and where you actually have
political investment, not to mention the settler colonial implications in terms of diaspora,
but also the typical elite exilic sentimentalism that considers itself superior to the locals.
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With all of my work, it’s not that diaspora cannot be used in other places or in
complex ways. Yes, it can be. With all of my work, I take a specific position in order to
clarify a situation. I take a position because you must take a position, which is always
vulnerable to criticism, but which to me is about being principled. Otherwise, in the
U.S., people who live in California would say, I’m from New York, so I’m diasporic.
Diaspora can be stretched and used indistinguisheably. It has so many different ways of
using it. It’s the same with any term. Any term can be stretched to an infinite degree in
meaning. We know meaning is unstable. But how do you make any term do any work,
if all terms are unstable and infinitely multiple in meaning? It’s when you’re willing to
take a position and say, this is how I want to understand it because it has attached to it a
certain kind of political commitment. That’s why I say diaspora has an expiration date. I
grew up in Korea where my parents always said, you’re not Korean. Of course I was never
Korean in terms of citizenship, but it also meant that they felt they were different from
the Koreans even though they lived there all their lives. In the U.S., the first generation
of immigrant parents tell their children, you are ABCs, you’re not Chinese, or you are too
American, because the parents feel that they cannot become fully American or accepted
as American, maybe because of racism or social minoritization and so forth. But then
they’re also accusing their children for selling out to America, using very value-ridden
and conservative perspectives. All of these to me are expressions of diasporic mentality. In
Indonesia, the Indonesians said, you Chinese are Chinese nationals, so now we can have
a racial riot and kill you off. Same in Malaysia. Racial riots and all of that are based on
a conception that you are foreigners here; you are diasporic here. However, in Malaysia
the Chinese Malaysians have been there for several hundred years. Same with Indonesia.
How do we understand all of these things? Yes we scholars perhaps have the luxury of
the polysymous nature of any term such as diaspora and can stretch it any way we want.
But, no. Actually, there are politics on the ground. People get killed because of these
terms, because of certain kinds of interpretations, or at least use these terms as excuses or
justifications. To me I must take a position in order for certain words to do certain work
and for certain words not to do certain work. You have to take a position because they
always have material consequences; words have material consequences. That’s why it has
a very stunning, intentionally provocative, title “Against Diaspora.”
SHAN: You mentioned earlier people like Gao Xingjian, Ha Jin 哈金, or Maxine Hong Kingston.
But if we do not look at their relationship or root in China, how would we connect
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these people? I mean last time we met, you mentioned about the possibility of multiple
belongings. So I am thinking if we keep the idea of diaspora, whether that would add
another dimension to the multiple belongings or things like that.
SHIH: I think in terms of racial relations within a country, I don’t know whether you can have
multiple belongings. If you are prejudiced against because of your race, I don’t know
whether the diasporic feeling will make it less worse. Does that make sense?
SHAN: Yes. Real politics.
SHIH: Right. When I was talking about multiple belongings, I was really talking more in terms
of literary works that are published across borders and also written in languages that are
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differentially positioned in different canons or different national literatures. It’s when we
are critically deconstructing the category of national literature. In terms of how a person’s
political citizenship and identity is constructed within a nation, and all the implications
of that, I don’t know whether that’s flexible. Let’s say if you’re a black person in the United
States. I have recently been writing about the semi-autobiographical novel The Stone Face
by African American writer William Gardner Smith. When he was young he would just
walk on the street of Philadelphia, and the police would just beat him up. How does
thinking of yourself as diaspora help? It doesn’t. It’s not about multiple belongings at
that point. Just because you feel “Africa is my homeland” does not make it any easier to
be beaten. I feel that we all need to have the generosity to include all others. Regarding
the structures of inclusion and exclusion, it’s about when you’re able to give from what
you’re assigned, what you are given. Sometimes you are powerless against them. We need
to speak to that power, not just from a theoretical position of this openness. When you
confront that power, that is raw. That is bare. That is something you cannot fight against.
You’re too weak. Or your social positionality placed you in that place where you cannot
fight against that kind of violence. We must criticize that. That’s why we talk about race
not as a biological category, but as a social category.
Similarly we don’t talk about gender as a biological category, but as a social category.
In terms of social economic structures, the gender hierarchy still exists, racial hierarchy
still exists. Just because you think “I am above the gender hierarchy” doesn’t mean you
are not affected by it. It’s because you are assigned a gender, and you’re placed within
that hierarchy, whether you like it or not. I think as a critical thinker, we must criticize
that structure. That’s why I really like Racial Formation in the United States. As much
as we are supposed to be racially colorblind or get to the moment where we don’t need
to see race and think about race anymore because we’re all equal, that is actually really
misleading. They say no, in the end the society will be more equal when you actually see
race, meaning you understand all the issues about race. Then we’ll be more equal. It’s a
paradoxical thing. I find that academics tend to say, “Oh, it’s so complex, it’s so complex.”
There are so many aspects to it. We can think about diaspora this way; we can think about
diaspora that way. I find that to be really problematic. I think on the ground people
actually suffer from these kinds of ideologies, from these kinds of preconceptions and
values. That’s why in that piece I distinguish diaspora as history versus diaspora as value.
Diaspora as history, fine. We’re diasporic. I’m diasporic. But diaspora as value, oh, that is
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problematic. I talked about this briefly above already.
SHAN: As a theorist, you have exerted great influence on different areas, and also you mentioned
your interest in history, so I’m thinking about what’s the relationship between theory and
history and literature?
SHIH: First let me say that I don’t think I have exerted any great influence on anything, personally.
I think I’m still really trying to think through a lot of these issues. Like everybody else, I’m
still struggling with a lot of these issues. I think I’ve perhaps found a bit more of my voice
in recent years, but it’s still quite a struggle. People seem to be reading more of my work,
which has been very gratifying. But it is not my goal to influence people. If my work can
offer some sort of empowerment to some people because I take the risk of articulating a
radical but principled position, then I am very happy to take all the criticism that comes
with it. It’s worth it. In terms of the interaction between theory, history, and literature,
to me they’re all interconnected. I come of the generation where I was taught Derridean
deconstruction in graduate school. Literary theory was at the time very much separated
from history and literature, as did the usual modernist studies orientation, which was
mainly formalist
SHAN: How about New Criticism?
SHIH: Yes, exactly. New Criticism is also rather separated from history and theory. It’s more
text-oriented. Modernist studies for the longest time was also more text-oriented. In
my own thinking, literature is a historical product, so is theory. Actually, the distance
between literature and theory is not very great, except that in the American academia,
usually theory is derived out of continental philosophy. People who do, let’s say, French
literature, find greater correspondence between theory and text. But if you look at
continental philosophy in terms of world history, as my collaborator Françoise Lionnet
and I have done in Creolization of Theory, then you realize it is very much a product of
history. May ’68 in Paris was inspired by revolutionary movements happening all around
the world. I feel they are intimately connected. I think that’s the best answer I can give
right now. I’m always straddling among these three categories of literature, theory, and
history, because in the end they cannot be strictly separated. In the book I’m working
on, called Empires of the Sinophone, the premise is precisely that. I would read Sinophone
literature as theory, as ways of thinking through major theoretical issues. For instance,
one was area studies. As I was talking earlier about racializing area studies, I actually used
literary texts from Malaysia to talk about area studies. I have a chapter on post-colonial
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theory and using Tibetan literature to talk about post-colonial theory. I have another
chapter on the question of theory, which I need to revise for the book, where I use
Chinese literature as an instance. I use literary texts to think through theoretical issues, to
show that that separation is really merely artificial.
SHAN: That sounds very interesting. So that’s your current project. I know this is very difficult,
but to me a very important question is the future of the humanities studies in the academy,
either in the U.S. or in Asia. Especially in Hong Kong and Taiwan, it seems to be on the
decline.
SHIH: I think that humanists need to be better advocates of the humanities. We contribute a lot
to our various societies, but we are not very good at talking about how much and what we
have contributed. I feel that we’re so busy doing our work, but we do not actually argue
for ourselves. The humanities is not in decline by actual concrete numbers. Chronicle of
Higher Education earlier this year published an article that shows that in the United States
people with humanities degrees make as much money as people with science degrees.
Amazing statistics. People in the arts and the humanities are as well paid as people in
the sciences. All the rhetoric about how humanities is irrelevant is just rhetoric. We need
to fight that rhetoric with our own rhetoric. There needs to be really concerted effort in
documenting and arguing for the value of humanities. It’s not that there’s no value or
the value has decreased. It’s not true. But we’ve been attacked, and we’re not fighting
back. People really need to be doing more research on the contribution of the humanities
to the various societies. Perhaps by sheer numbers there are fewer people studying in
the humanities, but that’s probably not even true. It’s very interesting in the U.S., for
instance, that liberal arts colleges continue to be very, very popular.
SHAN: Very glad to hear that. My last question is: what do you think about the nature and the
function of the interview?
SHIH: It’s a great privilege for the person being interviewed because you are giving me
the opportunity to reflect upon my past, to give it a narrative. Interview is a kind of
narrativizing. At the same time I guess it gives a bit of a human face to the words on the
pages. I’ve been interviewed in the past, and it’s always been very interesting to see the
interviews published and the reactions I get from people who have read them. Actually,
I’m not sure. I don’t know. What do you think? Because you’re the expert. You’re the
ultimate interviewer.
SHAN: To me, first of all, it has to do with the so-called human interest, that is, not only to
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read people’s books, but also get to meet the people or even ask them questions. It’s very
interesting, not only to read the book, but to get to know the person personally, hopefully.
SHIH: But we’re already friends.
SHAN: Yeah, we are friends. Still, when we meet we might be just chatting, but not like what we
are doing right now. In other words, the interview gives an occasion for you to talk about
things of common interest somewhat formally. Also, to me, the interview is about sharing,
where I get some answers from distinctive scholars and writers with special experiences
and to get them to talk about themselves and their works and their ideas. Sometimes even
their ideas might be somehow vague to themselves when they speak, but it becomes more
crystallized during the speaking. Since an interview is about self-representation, I will
ask the interviewees if they would like to read and revise the transcript so as to represent
themselves more correctly. After their revision, I’ll try my best to publish them so that I
might share their ideas with as wide an audience as possible. So I’d say we are sharing as
well.
SHIH: Yes, that is so well-put. How has been your experience of being interviewed?
SHAN: Not so many times.
SHIH: What was your experience?
SHAN: That’s very interesting. First of all is the feeling of appreciation. I feel very grateful that
people will be interested in my work and spend so much time doing homework for the
interview. Then during the interview those questions prompt me to think about things
I’ve been doing. I start reflecting. It might also give me a chance to say things that I might
do. Somehow it also gives me a direction or things like that.
SHIH: That’s a great answer.
SHAN: For instance, a graduate student did an interview with me about the institutionalization of
Asian American literature in Taiwan for her M.A. thesis. That lady did a lot of homework.
I found it very interesting for me to reflect on the whole process, what we have done and
what yet can be done.
SHIH: Yes. It’s a very, very important issue, for Asian American studies in Taiwan and Asian
American studies in Japan, or Asian American studies in Asia in general.
SHAN: Yes.
SHIH: That’s a very interesting question, because earlier you said something about how we’re able
to talk about Ha Jin, Gao Xingjian, Maxine Hong Kingston together, and I would say
that yes and no, that it is both very enabling, but at the same time problematic, because
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there the organization is by race. That’s one of the ways I’m trying to think outside race in
that particular case. When race is something you claim, that’s one thing. But when race
is something assigned to you, that’s something else. That’s really problematic. That’s why
I think the Sinophone is useful in the sense that it’s not about race but about language.
SHAN: The reason why I mentioned this is that Maxine Hong Kingston does not write in
Chinese, and Ha Jin mainly published his works in English and Gao Xingjian writes both
in Chinese and in French. If you want to put them together, Sinophone does not include
people like Maxine Hong Kingston.
SHIH: Right.
SHAN: So I was thinking if diaspora is a possible frame to put these people together. It might
sound somewhat race based, but I’m thinking about different ways of connecting different
people.
SHIH: Yes, I understand, even though to me, the connection might be a bit forced. It doesn’t
have to be those three or it could be around a certain issue connecting all sorts of writers.
There are a million different ways of connecting different writers. That was very nice of
you to interview me so thoroughly. It really pushed me to think a lot about my own work.
SHAN: I want to thank you for your generosity and very thought-provoking answers. ※
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